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Clockaudio Sets Its Sights on Infocomm 2019
and Orlando, Florida
February 18, 2019 – Waterlooville, Hampshire, United Kingdom - Clockaudio Ltd., the global leader
in pro-av microphone technologies based in the UK and with offices in North America and Asia, will
be returning to Orlando for Infocomm 2019.
The show will be held at the Orlando County Convention Center, June 12 – 14, 2019. The event,
which brings together audio and video professionals from around the country and the world,
provides an excellent platform for Clockaudio to showcase its latest technologies and to meet with
its dedicated reps, dealers, distributors and clients.
The company’s focus at the show will include specific technologies for huddle spaces as well as
some very exciting product introductions that will revolutionize microphone design. The booth will
be built out with several key demonstration areas to provide a hands-on experience for visitors.
Robert Moreau, Managing Director for Clockaudio North America says, “This year, in particular, we
are excited to showcase some innovative, new products as well as the latest updates to some of our
most popular solutions. We are constantly working behind the scenes to keep our microphone
technologies on the cutting edge, all the while maintaining the integrity and sound quality we are
known for.”
Moreau adds, “This show is one of the best platforms for getting feedback directly from the
consultants that specify our products to the integrators that install them. We look forward to
seeing old colleagues and friends as well as welcoming a new generation of AV professionals.”
Clockaudio professional microphones and equipment have a strong presence in a broad range of
industries such as, broadcasting, parliaments, courts, council chambers, places of worship, airports,
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banks, leisure centers and are becoming the preferred choice for many key applications. At
Infocomm, Clockaudio will be in Exhibit Hall West – Level Two – Booth 6381.
For more information on these products, please visit www.clockaudio.com. For additional press
materials, product photos or other information, reach our Marketing and PR division at
news@clockaudio.com. For technical assistance, contact technicalsupport@clockaudio.com.
ABOUT CLOCKAUDIO
For over 20 years, Clockaudio has been dedicated to manufacturing innovative pro-audio products.
With corporate headquarters and manufacturing located in the United Kingdom and offices located in
North America and Asia, Clockaudio is led by a talented team of audio specialists dedicated to quality,
service and innovation.
On a global level, audio professionals actively seek out and recommend Clockaudio for its reputation as
a trusted and responsive manufacturer and its customer driven approach to audio solutions. Central to
this is the in-house research and development that Clockaudio consistently reinvests in which allows
clients to explore customized prototypes and develop specific briefs in partnership. Consultants and
contractors alike help to drive Clockaudio’s product development process and appreciate the
opportunity to be involved in the engineering process and final solution. The ability to customize is just
one of the many factors which makes Clockaudio clearly different.
For the latest information on our new products, news and projects, follow Clockaudio on twitter and like
them on Facebook.
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